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Description: 
Two Subagents:  
1. HeartySim: newly built simulation strategy.  Try 120 shots in box2d simulations in parallel. Evaluate
to select the best shot to shoot.
2. HeartyTian2017: the multi-strategy heuristics-based agent that was the 2017 champion.  Utility 
functions are trained on more levels with xgboost.  Modified to run faster with minimal shot quality 
degradation.

Level selection:  run HeartyTian2017 on each level first as it is faster. Run HeartySim on each level.  
Then run a ensemble strategy that employs the two agents for individual shots instead of the whole 
levels.  Priority is given to levels that have not been solved or has great potential for high score.

Agent building process:
Similiar to IHSEV, I tried to build a Box2d based simulator that contains various physics parameters 
such as restitution, density, friction, strength/Uniaxial stress.  Given our search space for individual 
shot is infinite, I limit the candidate shots to always use maximal velocity and take on around 120 
angles evenly spaced out in the range of the targets.  The rationale is that the simulation is actually 
super fast, we do not really need a policy network to limit the branching factor as we can easily try as 
many as 120 which is more than sufficient. The evaluation for shot efficacy is on pigs killed, structural 
change from base structure, blocks destroyed.  I tried to do  Monte Carlo Tree Search to simulate two 
or more steps and choose the best route with the best average.  However, I find that the error 
propagation is very detrimental to this approach. Most of the simulation errors come from not knowing 
the exact block destruction formula and the difficulty in assessing already sustained damage on a block.
On the other hand, actions such as pushing impulse, explosion impulse, bouncing etc are fine tuned 
very well. 

I noticed that on many harder levels, HeartyTian2017, the 2017 champion complements the 
performances of the Simulation strategy very well.  The levels Simulation can not finish, 
HeartyTian2017 easily finishes and vice versa.  Also There are many instances where there are one bad 
shot that misses the mark so I developed 

Future Direction:
The difficulty of the contest comes from partially observed states, difficulty in intuitive physics and 
slow iteration speed. If we can build angrybird in openai gym with the box2d plugin, I believe that we 
can easily outperform human performance with perfect simulation + MCTS / deep reinforcement 
learning. 


